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Meet the
members of the
Hope Squad
Parent’s Advisory
Board!
Greg Weber
Jodi Franks
Michelle Easton
Bob Bracken
Mranda Kroger
Bobbi Ginn
Lisa White
Maureen Schall
Emily Strausbaugh

FIRST MEETING FOR THE HOPE
SQUAD PARENT ADVISORY BOARD
On February 27th the Hope Squad Parent Advisory Board met for the first time in
Cincinnati at the Grant Us Hope Office. Our goal as a parent advisory board is to
support the mission of Grant Us Hope and its signature program Hope Squad
and engage parents in this process. We had six of our ten parent board
members in attendance along with our School Liaisons and GUH staff. Not only
did we spend time getting to know each other over lunch but also engaged in
meaningful conversations about Hope Squad and its impact on students,
parents and the community.
During the meeting we gathered parents’ perspective of the Hope Squad
program; the information collected will be helpful in Grant Us Hope’s strategic
planning. The parents agreed that Hope Squad has created more empathy
among the students; the nomination process opens doors for students who
otherwise might not have the opportunity to use their leadership abilities, and
the Parent Orientation is informative and helpful.
Parents also wanted more trainings for themselves around mental health topics
in a “mini” Hope Squad Conference format! Parents suggested that Hope
Squad students try leading a few meetings for parents, teachers and board
members about what they are learning in regards to mental health and suicide
prevention.
Our next parent advisory meeting will be in the late spring when the COVID-19
has hopefully left our midst! Due to our growth, we will soon be setting up
regional parent advisory meetings. We’ll keep you posted about those future
meetings.

Grant Us Hope
4010 Executive Park Dr.
Suite 320
Cincinnati, OH 45241
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Thanks again to all of our new parent advisory board members! We appreciate
you taking the time to help make our Hope Squad program the best there is!

SAVE THE DATE!
Grant Us HOPE invites you to the

BUTTERFLY BASH
SEPTEMBER 24, 2020
Cooper Creek in Cincinnati, Ohio
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SHARING HOPE FROM HOME
What an unexpected unraveling of events has occurred
these past few weeks! Nothing could have prepared us
for the COVID-19 virus and the many changes that came
with it! Handling the stress of it all is challenging, to say
the least.
Here are some ways that you might be able to spread
some hope with your family while at home:


Taking Care of Yourself
Remember to take care of yourself and do things you
enjoy. It’s okay if you feel anxious about the changes
happening. But it’s good to be open and communicate your feelings with a close friend or spouse .
Some other ways to reduce anxiety include the following:
Try deep breathing. It takes your attention from
your mind to your body. If you begin to feel panicked or overwhelmed, try breathing in for 4 seconds, holding for 7 seconds, and breathing out
for 8 seconds. Repeat this process twice.

Connect with your family. Take this time to
get to know how each member of your family
is doing. Take walks in nature, learn something new, or play games together. Put down
phones and turn off TVs during dinner.


Encouraging your Hope Squad Child
If your child is going to be on social media, remind
him/her to review their Hope Squad protocols so
he/she is prepared to handle comments that
might raise a red flag for suicidal thoughts. Have
him/her reach out through private messages and
offer a listening ear. If a person is in immediate
danger (mentioning an intent, time, or plan), tell
your child to call 911 immediately.
Have your child create a referral plan for whom
to tell and what to do if he/she thinks a peer
may be at risk for suicide. Along with alerting a
trusted adult, be sure that he/she has suicide hotline numbers available to send to this peer who is
in crisis.

Laugh! Laughter relaxes the body and decreases
stress. (It also boosts the immune system, which
can’t hurt.) Watch a funny movie, play a game
with your family, or do anything else that lightens
the mood in your home.
Get 8–9 hours of sleep. Sleep helps you think
clearer, feel less stress, and be more motivated.
Set an alarm for when you should go to bed and
stick to it.
Don’t fixate on worries. It’s good to stay informed, but avoid spending a lot of time focusing
on
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virus makes you feel nervous, put down the
phone and shut off your computer for a while.
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A warm welcome to Grant Us Hope’s newest School
Liaison Emily Mongelli. Emily is joining our team this
spring and will be working with Hope Squad schools in
the Dayton Region starting this fall.

experience includes
supporting victims of
domestic violence,
individuals with Autism
and vaping education
Emily holds a B.A. in Human Development from Antithroughout the Greater
och University and will be splitting time with the MontDayton area.
gomery County ESC where she serves as a Prevention
Educator.
Emily has worked through South Community, spending
time at the MCESC Learning Centers as a Family Resource Specialist and in the Kettering City Schools as a
Youth Care Specialist. Her professional

WELCOME EMILY!

DAY OF HOPE SCHEDULED FOR APRIL 29
If all goes well and the COVID-19 is eradicated
from Ohio...We are inviting you and your Hope
Squad students to join with us on April 29 to
declare a Day of Hope in your community.
This is an opportunity to partner with your
school board, your local mental health agencies and your local government officials to
publicly recognize and support the work that is
being done to prevent suicide and reduce the
stigma surrounding mental health issues. It is
also a way to empower Hope Squads to use
their voice to extend their sphere of influence
beyond the school’s walls.
We encourage you to support your
Hope Squad members as they meet with
local government officials and ask them
to issue a mayoral proclamation recognizing the Day of Hope as a significant
community event. They have been enALEX HOLTMEIER
RACHEL MORRIS
couraged
to present their city leaders
Development
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with current suicide and mental health and
Marketing
Volunteer
statistics
as Associate
well as explain what
the Associate

Hope Squad is doing to encourage their
peers to seek help if struggling with
these types of issues.

HELPING
THERS

PROTECT
EVERYONE

LAURI MACNEEL
Hope Squad Coordinator
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HOW DO I HELP MY CHILD COPE WITH LIFE?
Stress is everywhere! At some point or another, we all
face stress. Two important keys to getting through stress is
by using coping skills and problem-solving skills Just
thought it would helpful with all that is going on to share
one of the supplemental lessons from our Hope Squad
curriculum. Enjoy!

problems arise.
While it’s important that parents are supportive in the development of these skills, being supportive also means
letting children struggle a little as they figure out a problem. Sometimes this means allowing them to fail and learn
how to cope with that problem. This way, children can
gain those problem-solving skills as well as the self-esteem
that usually comes with it.

Coping is what we think and what we do during difficult
situations, and while some coping actions are healthy
(such as taking a break to read a book), others are not
Coping is how we deal with hard, stressful situations.
(such as practicing self-harm, like cutting). Problem-solving
Some examples of positive ways to cope include the folskills go hand-in-hand with
lowing:
coping skills; how you solve
• Going for a walk
a problem is part of coping.
• Reading a book
Teaching your children
LAURI MACNEEL
• Taking deep breaths
Hope Squad Coordinator
these skills helps them
• Talking with a friend
combat suicidal thoughts or
Along with coping skills is probactions.
lem-solving skills. Stress often
In most cases, those who
comes as a result of a problem
are struggling with suicidal
in life. Problem-solving is using
thoughts don’t actually
skills to find a solution to that
want to die; they want the
problem. The following is a list
pain to go away. These individuals often lack the skills necof some steps in problem-solving and the skills they utilize:
essary to solve and cope with problems in healthy ways.
They don’t know how to handle the situation, so they see Step 1: Identify the problem and what may be causing it.
If necessary, break the problem down into manageable
suicide as an option. Individuals that do have these skills
pieces.
are less likely to see suicide as an option because they
know healthy ways to cope and solve the problem at hand. Step 2: Think of possible solutions. This step helps develop creativity, brainstorming, and research.
One of the best ways to teach your children how to cope
Step 3: Try one of the solutions. This step helps develop
and solve problems is to show them. Let them see that you
decision making because the person has to choose one to
take deep breaths to calm down instead of doing sometry out.
thing erratic. Let them see that you ask for help if you
Step 4: Evaluate how it worked.
can’t solve a problem instead of just feeling sad or giving
ALEX HOLTMEIER
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If individuals lack problem-solving skills, they are less likely
up. However
you decide
be sure to give
Development
andto show them,
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to know how to figure out solutions to their problems,
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them a positive
model
to follow, and Volunteer
help themAssociate
develop
which could lead to poor coping and suicidal thoughts .
those skills so they can make good decisions when

